INTAGE VIETNAM

Introducing

DATA VISUALIZATION

BUSINESS BACKGROUND
Trailing every operational tasks, every customer transaction, enormous amount of
data is generated. As long as these data are to be analyzed with precision, they will
become very powerful to businesses. Meaningful insights can be converted to
optimize sales funnel and conversion rates, moderate common costs, logistic costs,
improve customers’ experience etc. to list a few operational use of data analysis and
analytics.
With the rise of big data among us, being able to pull insights and communicate its
meaning in massive pool of information in an effective way is becoming increasingly
necessary. INTAGE would like to provide a visual summary of information that allows
easy interpretation that will help spot trends and patterns in large batches of data.
We offer a visual representation of information in a variety of ways to determine
changes over time, frequency, analyze risks, …
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DATA VISUALIZATION
INTAGE VN proudly presents an innovation in visual representation of your
data in order to understand and convey its meanings

WHAT WE HAVE
A visual summary of data that allows insights and enables analysis of current business situation based on
client’s data to attain a comparative outlook on the performance of each operational point.

Filtering:
To sort according to level of granularity of
preference

and

get

multi-angular

perspective

Mapping:
Informative picture of the whereabouts of
your source of profit

Analytic Charting:
Apposite visual summaries aim to forecast
demanded inputs, prepare inventories,
predict closed sales, etc.

HOW CAN YOU BENEFIT FROM THIS?
An all-rounded, all-sided picture of your corporate that allows a competitive edge
when it comes to responding to big data flows.

Multi-perspective viewpoint
Multi-perspective view of current
business situation and customeroriented understandings to recognize
potentiality of market and drive
decisions.

Better operational activities
Develop a business strategy that is
befitting to surrounding marketplace’s
qualities (e.g. customer segmentation…)

Effectual management system
Comparison of performance of each
operation units presented in a
comprehensive way paints an allinclusive picture to actionable areas.

CASE STUDY 1
A story of re-structure business network and standardize resources for Banking

NEEDS RECOGNITION

New construction
needed

What needs to be done
The unproportioned distribution of asset, i.e. the amount of points of transaction to

market scale can lead to a loss of profitability. Thus, the aim is to make changes to the
resource circulation i.e. the location and numbers of transaction points based on market
size and its potential

What has been done
Compare current network of transaction points to the distribution of customer base
to propose appropriate changes and construct a strategy for each area of business
that aims to
• Physically meet customers at where they need.
• Enhance every units’ existing role
• Encourage a business model that aims at high efficiency at the lowest cost

Re-allocation
needed

NEEDS REALIZATION
The amalgam of multiple data sources enable accurate assessment of the effectiveness of current strategy.

CLIENT’S

INTAGE’S

Branch location:

Demographic:

Using locations provided by client
to map up an informative picture
of the whereabouts of their source
of profit.

Data entails all information
regarding general population from
Age, Gender, SEC, Education
level…, to population distribution.

U s er i nformation:

Automobile:

Detailing of customer Location,
Statement and other related
Transactions.

Data entails automobile owners’
information comprising Age,
SEC,… to locations that helps
segment users.

CASE STUDY 2
Data blending enables visually mashing of data that drives better decision-making abilities

WHAT WE OFFER
Visualization of our automobile-owners database

User mapping
Mapping users onto city map is

Demographic
Our database covers all basic

the easiest way to understand

information of INTAGE car users

the detailed distribution of the

including Age, SEC, Gender,

targeted consumers

F ilter

Location etc.

Brand share

Filter function helps analyst sort

Proportion of each car brand is

and collect necessary information

also charted to better enhance

related to their target in a more
user-friendly way

the ranking of brands in our
INTAGE database

AUTO DEALER &
AUTO USERS
2

In order for clients to locate and focus better on their potential targets,
INTAGE provides a visualized combination of client’s dealers
distribution with our internal auto database. Furthermore, this

information could become greatly handy in terms of store relocation or
re-construction strategy.
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M a p p i n g : mapping visualization of dealers &
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D e m o g r a p h i c : demographic dashboards of

3

F i l t e r : filter function for analysis

users

users

AUTO DEALER x POPULATION
To help clients understand the distribution of population around HCMC or any other region.
Plus, visualizing the data alongside with dealer stores and other competitors’ information to
Dealer location:

better explore the strategic location of automobile facilities for targeted segmentation.
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Demographic
Visualized

demographic

of

the

population within the dealer store’s
district to better understand the
nature of the area

User propor tion
Visualized

user

proportion

will

enhance deeper insights on the
distribution

dealer’s

users

compared to district population

